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Interview Outline 
 

Interviewee:        Interviewer: 

Shawndi Wilson        Jyotirmoy Das   
         Ritu Rana 
         Sanyukta Raje  

 

Location: Office Room      Appointment Date: 11/01/07 

Scholarship Office, Tarleton Center     Start Time: 1:00pm 

         End Time:   2:00pm 

 

Objectives:        Reminders: 
i) Gather information about the                     i)  She has been working with  
   usage of banner system by the          the system since its 
   scholarship office            inception. 

ii) Avail outputs of reports      ii) The office has been held  
               by her for quite a long time  
               and so is quite experienced.  
             

 
Agenda:        Approximate Time: 
  Introduction        5mins 
  Background on Project       5mins 
  Overview of Interview       5mins 
  Topic based Questioning      20mins 
  Report/Output Gathering      5mins 
  Summary of Major Points      5mins 
  Questions from Interviewee      5mins 
  Closing        5mins 

 
 
General Observations: 
    Interviewee was cool and very relaxed. The answers were given very clearly and she was ready to 
explain wherever necessary. 
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Unresolved Issues, Topics Not Covered: 
   Her comfort with the earlier system. She did answer how much of information was shared among 
students and faculty but made sure no more questions were inquired about this topic. 

 

Questions:        Notes: 
 

Question 1.       Answer: 
 Do you use the University Banner System?   Yes. The banner system is used to post  
 How often? For what purposes do you use it?   Scholarships and to balance the 
                                                                                                                    financial information that they get from 
        the Financial Aid department in    
                                            combination with object access to fetch  
                        reports. 

        Observations: 
        Was friendly, informative & confident 

 

Question 2.       Answer:  
How does it help you in your record-keeping?   i)   It helps them to pull data from views 
        ii)  To check screens if money is paid 
        iii) It helps in regenerating refund  
                                                                                                                         checks 
        iv) To check grades 
        v)  It enables them  to work with the   
                                                                                                                         specific process that is already  
                                                                                                                         defined in the system and works  
                                                                                                                         according to their requirements and  
                                                                                                                         this process is known as pre- 
                                                                                                                         packaging 

        Observations: 
        Paused to collect herself & then  
                                                                                                                    explained in detail 

 

Question 3.       Answer:  
What do you like most about the system?   They like the current system because it  
                                                                                                                    scores in effectiveness and integration.  
                                                                                                                    If the earlier system used to have any 
                                                                                                                    problems related to any part of  
                                                                                                                    program they had to approach the  
                                                                                                                    programmers (who had to know the  
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                 language in use) but now problems can  
                            be solved in house and query  
               generation is a breeze. 

        Observations: 
         Looked a bit confused as which side to  
          be on but accepted the fact that she  
          was more comfortable with the earlier  
         system. 

 

Question 4.       Answer:  
For how long have you been using it?    They started using the system from Fall  
                 ’04. 

        Observations: 
        Was quick and precise in answering 

 

Question 5.       Answer:  
Can you solve problems without the system?   Yes. They could have solved the  
What were they doing before?     problems without it because earlier  
         they were using SIS+ which was  
         introduced by the same company that  
         has brought in the banner system. The  
         earlier system was not oracle based and  
         gave access to information in an easy  
         format but at the same time it took  
         longer time to solve query related  
         problems. 

        Observations: 
        Explained in quite detail 

 

Question 6.       Answer:  
What do you like least about the system?   i)  Difficult to upgrade the system 
         ii) Interface not at all friendly 
         iii) They have to use multiple  
                            screens/programs for problem  
              solving 
        iv) In the earlier system, it was much  
                            easier to handle small programs like  
              entering data and solving query etc 
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        Observations: 
        Paused, recalled and then vented  
         appropriately 

 

 Question 7.       Answer:  
What information do you feed into the banner    We received an printout report for it. 
system? 

        Observations: 
        Very helpful in providing printouts 

 

Question 8.       Answer:  
What other departments do you relate     i)  Admissions 
with your daily work?      ii) Freshman Rank 
        iii) School Relations 
         iv) Any department relating with  
              academics 

        Observations: 
         Prompt answer 

 

Question 9.       Answer:  
What is the format of the reports that    We again received a printout. 
you use? 

        Observations: 
        Helpful in providing printouts 

 

Question 10.        Answer: 
 What all improvements do you want in    i) Enable them to pull information  
the banner system?         from system web focus in  
            conjunction with the banner system  
            to get reports. 
         ii) Resolve the problem of redundancy 

        Observations: 
        Fast and prompt answer. Expectations  
         were high. 
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Question 11.       Answer: 
Are records stored ever deleted?     i) No, the records  are stored  
            permanently and can be purged later. 

        Observations: 
        She was quick & precise. 

 

Question 12.       Answer: 
How much information do you make    i) For students they provide the  
available for:          information that is related to  
i) Student                              scholarships they can get. They  
ii) Faculty          provide general information that is  
            related to their scholarships. 
        ii) For Faculty they provide almost every  
             information about every student but  
             they cannot discuss one student  
             information with another student. 

        Observations: 
        Defensive & Tactful in answering it.  
         Made sure no more questions were  
         inquired upon on the subject further. 
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